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Message from the Chief
Dear Gordons
Friends,

and this happens every time we have a political
election and you would be right but if a popWell I must tell you - ulation votes into power a hopeless administration they can chuck them out next time
things are starting to
hot up here in Scot- around. Not in this case, if we separate it is
land - and I am not irreversible.
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the This time next year we will know the answer. As a footnote I would just add this.
We face the independ- Those voting with their hearts will say yes
ence referendum in and those with their heads will say no but
less than a year and there are many months of intense debate in
the propaganda mer- front of us and without my sheet of A4 it
chants are tuning up will be the body with the most persuasive
campaign who wins the day.
for a good scrap.
On one side the
'better together' campaigners are warning us of imminent and irreversible disaster if we separate and on the other the
'yes to independence' lobby is fighting
for our hearts and souls. The trouble is
that this is too serious for lighthearted
and well-intentioned misinformation.
I have said it before- we need a sheet of
A4 circulated to every voter prepared by
a totally independent body without any
form of bias telling us in words of one
syllable what it will mean if we leave the
United Kingdom.
Then it is up to each and every one of us
to take the decision having been informed. To do so from a position of ignorance or on account of believing some
political propaganda would be an abuse
of the democratic process. You might say

Hold tight.
The very best wishes to you all and a thank
you to Lois and all her team for the wonderful work you do in America for House of
Gordon. This is very much admired and appreciated here in Scotland.
Yours aye,
Huntly
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President’s Message — Lois Todd
I have been reading a series of
articles recently that have one
uniting factor — humming. Did
you know that humming promotes
good sinus health? It takes good
ventilation to keep the sinuses
healthy Humming increases the
exhalation of nitrous oxide by 15
fold over normal quiet breathing. Another study shows
that humming (and music in general) can be used to
reinforce our active working memory, and can be used
to enhance the learning capabilities of young students,
and plays a particular role in the emotions of memory.
In a discussion of the various types of memory, music
often is associated on varying levels in connecting the
synapses and as one psychiatrist put it, “the wires of
memory hum.”
Currently Aberdeenshire Council is sponsoring a study
on the collective memory of humming. Dr Suk-Jun
Kim, a lecturer in Electro-acoustic Music and Sound
Art at the University of Aberdeen, is leading the
‘Aberdeen Humming programme’ and is hoping to collect hundreds of hums representing childhood memories to create a public sound installation. He points out
that humming is a very personal form of music. We
don’t generally hum to strangers; we hum to ourselves
or to those who are closest to us, and most often to
our children and grandchildren. Humming invites those
within earshot into our personal space. The aim is to
create a collective memory by having participants hum
a tune that reminds them of their childhood, and the
project is designed to examine the relations between
people and places, and how a person’s memory plays
a role in this.
It is interesting to me as I have always been a hummer
and whistler. I greatly enjoy humming along with the
radio, or humming a tune to keep the boredom at bay.
When our children were little we would play “Name
That Tune” in the car on road trips. I suppose I like it
so much because my father was always humming or
whistling a tune, and my mother would hum me to
sleep when I was very little. It is one of my first memories. This past weekend I had my granddaughter visiting, and I found myself humming “The Gordons Home”

to soothe her. It is a lilting soft melody in 3/4 time
written in honor of the Gordon Highlanders and
meant to illicit memories of the beautiful hills and
streams of Aberdeenshire. It worked a charm. (It
must be calling forth the ancestral memories of our
Aberdonian Todd forebears.)
Think about all the sayings we associate with humming… when things are going good we say they
are humming along; Pythagoras spoke of the geometry in the humming of the strings; the hum
of ...nature, energy, industry, conversation, community, family. The hum and rush of human interests and passions that we must all stand aside
from occasionally to hear the voice of God.
The hum of this family, our clan, has been increasing, growing stronger in a good way and building in
harmony. Good communication is always key to
keeping any organization humming along smoothly, and communication is always a thing of give
and take. Sometimes we need to take a deep
breath and step back from the hum and rush to understand that working together to ease each other’s burden is what family is all about. No part of
the House of Gordon USA is more or less important than any other part. This past month we
lost a link to the beginnings of our organization
here in the USA. The hum of the clan took on a bit
of a minor chord, but we have to remember that
the piobaireachd of Lu Gordon’s life is a sweet
one, and will long serve to remind us of our past
and point a direction for the future. We have a
Board of Directors that is dedicated to serving the
clan and is working to ensure that we continue to
grow in harmony and strength. Evan Rose is heading up a committee to revise the Bylaws so that
they reflect the way the clan actually runs, to clarify
ambiguities and give better defined guidelines of
how the organization should run. Bonnie Linse is
working to ensure membership is always up to
date, and contacting members to ensure we are
serving you with the best possible member services. We are in the process of contacting all our
conveners to see what we can be doing better to
support our local divisions and keep us humming
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Thank You House of Gordon!
Dear House of Gordon,
I wanted to thank you
for your generous
scholarship and give
you an update on
how it has benefitted
me. Last summer, on
your scholarship, I
was able to attend the
Royal Scottish Country Dance Society’s
summer school at St.
Andrews University.
Summer school takes place for four weeks every
year. Classes depend on your skill level. I attended summer school to take Unit 2 and Unit 3 of my
Level One Teacher’s Certificate in Scottish Country Dancing. The teacher’s certificate has two levels. Level One involves a written test (Unit 1), a
dancing test (Unit 2), and a teaching test (Unit 3).
Week 1 involved mastering footwork, formations,
and ultimately memorizing to the finest detail
twelve dances. I had classes in the morning from
9:15-12:45, and then from 2-4:30 every afternoon.
I did this Monday through Thursday, and on Friday
we had our test. Beforehand, our teacher paired
us up into couples. My partner was named Kumio;
he was from Japan. My teacher chose us to be
first couple, which meant we had to dance first!
For the test, two examiners told us the name of
the dance and asked us to recap it. Then, we had
to dance it twice through.
After Unit 2, we focused on Unit 3. This meant that
instead of focusing on our dancing skills, we had
to hone our teaching skills. Monday through
Thursday, again, we spent all day in the classroom practicing teaching each other. Our teacher
would give us pointers and gave us many
handouts to read through. Not only did these tips
help me with teaching dance, but also provided
me with a wealth of knowledge on developing my
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leadership and group communication skills.
Friday was our test. Each candidate was assigned to teach them one step, and sixteen
bars from a dance, in less than 30 minutes!
After months of waiting, I finally heard back
from RSCDS headquarters in Edinburgh. After
all my hard work, I passed both Units 2 and 3!
It was over this past year that I studied for and
took my Unit 1 test. Again, after much suspense, I was thrilled to receive a letter informing me that as a result of my passing Unit 1, I
was officially a certified Scottish Country
Dance teacher!
Now just a few months later, at college, I am
enjoying the Scottish Dance opportunities
around me. A few times a semester a ceilidh
is held, and as part of the host class, I help
plan it. My training in Scottish Country Dancing has opened many doors for me, and I am
excited to see where it takes me in the future.
None of this would have been possible without your generous financial support of me.
Summer school was such an enriching experience to convene with so many dancers, all
with the same passion for dance. It was exciting to meet people from so many places—in
my class alone there were people from
Ukraine, France, Scotland, England, Japan,
Belgium, Ireland, and the United States! Additionally, because of my passing Unit 2 and 3, I
was able to move on to Unit 1 and ultimately
reach my goal of certification!
Thank you so much, House of Gordon, for
providing me the resources to pursue this opportunity—I learned so much about how to
teach and grew more in my love for the
dance.
Sincerely,
Hannah Wolff
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HoG USA Supports the Gordon Camel Statue Repair
The House of Gordon USA is supporting the Gordon's School and The Gordon Foundation in their
efforts to restore the historic Gordon Camel Statue
with a donation of $1500.00. The Gordon's School
was founded in 1885 by Queen Victoria as the national memorial to Major-General Charles Gordon,
also known as Gordon of Khartoum and Chinese
Gordon. General Gordon was well known not only
for his military accomplishments but also for his
many other achievements and attributes, most notably his philanthropy.

been built in 1899 (following an alleged sinking
in the Nile en route!). It was gifted back to the
UK following the Sudan's independence
and since April 2, 1959 has been at home at
the Gordon's School in Woking. One Hundred and Ten years of weathering and damage
from the various moves has necessitated
the restoration of the statue. We are glad to be
able to assist in this endeavor honoring
our kinsman and to carry forward his philanthropic tradition with our donation.

The Camel Statue was
commissioned of Edward
Onslow Ford by the Royal Corps of Engineers
and the original casting
still stands today at the
Brompton
Barracks,
Chatham, the home of
the
Royal
School
of Military Engineering,
where Gordon attended,
being commissioned as a
2nd Lieutenant in the
Royal Engineers in 1852.
A second casting in the
more modern 'lost wax'
method was made in
1902
and
following
a collision and immersion
in the Thames (of 3 tides
duration)
was
finally
erected at the junction of
St Martin's Lane and
Charing Cross Road in
London. In 1904 the statue was moved to Khartoum and stood at
the intersection of Gordon Avenue and Victoria Avenue, 200 meters south of the new palace that had

On Thanksgiving Day we received a note from
Annie Hughes at the Gordon’s School giving
us an update on the progress of the fundraising efforts.
“With your kind donation we have reached
£16,000 towards our target of £27,000. We
hope to reach the final amount by the summer
of 2014.
“Yesterday we covered the statue to protect it
from the UK weather and I have attached a
couple of photographs that may interest you.
“Please pass on my best wishes to all at the
House of Gordon USA and if any of your members are ever in the UK I would be very happy
to give a tour of the school (hopefully with the
statue uncovered
“Thank you again for your valued donation and
friendship.”
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Homecoming Scotland 2014
Following up on the success of the 2009 Homecoming, Scotland is all set to showcase her assets and amenities again next year in honor of
the 700th Anniversary of the Battle of Bannockburn.

Homecoming Scotland has a year-long program
of events and activities to showcase all that's
great about Scotland; mouth-watering food &
drink events, lots to get you active in Scotland’s
great outdoors plus spectacular arts, cultural and
ancestral heritage to explore.

If you are a sports fan, this is a great year to be
in Scotland. The Commonwealth Games Glasgow 2014 is set to host over 6500 athletes from
70 countries competing in 17 sports over 11
days from 23rd July to 3rd August! Most sports
will take place on three compact site clusters to
the east, south and west of the city centre, but
there are some events that take place outside
the city; shooting at Carnoustie, Edinburgh will
host diving and Strathclyde Country Park will
host triathlon. And for the first time since 1973,
and for only the second in the history of The
Ryder Cup, Scotland plays host to the greatest
tournament in match play golf, at the magnificent Gleneagles Hotel in Perthshire.

What about something more Gordon specific?
Gordon Castle Highland Games May 18th.
Angus Gordon Lennox says that they are expanding the area for the games, and adding a
concert corner this year. This has grown to be
one of Scotland’s largest Highland Games!

Of course there is the World Pipe Band Championships and Piping Live in Glasgow held August 11th- 18th! This is a fabulous yearly event
with lots of free entertainment on Georges
Square daily throughout the event. If you are a
bagpipe fan this is no-brainer!
The World Sheep Dog Trials will be held in the
highlands 3 September—6 September featuring
240 competitors from twenty four nations world
wide, will be staged in Scotland for the very first
time. This sheepdog trial is about showing the
care, skill and dedication of a man or woman
working with their dog on a flock of sheep as
has been done for hundreds of years.
IN
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'Who Killed the Cock of the North?
(A sixteenth-century whodunit with a difference!)'
26th, 27th and 28th June, 2014 at Huntly Castle
at 6.30– 7:45p.m. Written by Anne Forbes, this is
a story full of ambition, intrigue, violence and
greed, set in the troubled times of 16th century
Scotland, where the principal characters, with
their individual agendas, are all entwined in a
complex web of family tensions and political
struggle - not forgetting the witch’s prophesy!
This interactive promenade play re-enacts events
leading to the downfall of the previously all powerful 4th Earl of Huntly! He was Chancellor of
Scotland, chief of the Gordon clan, and popularly
known as 'The Cock of the North.' … It has a
twist. The audience will be asked to decide (by
the narrator who just happens to be the English
Ambassador) what or… who was responsible!
Aboyne Highland Games August 2nd, the annual gathering of the House of Gordon and sponsored by the Chief! Running for over 140 years,
the Aboyne Highland Games is known as a center of excellence for the traditional disciplines of
Highland Games. It also hosts the gathering of a
dozen clans indigenous to the NE of Scotland!
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Flowers of the Forest
It is with great sadness
that we mark the passing
of our Georgia Convener, Turpin Ballard, who
passed on April 25, 2013
following a battle with
cancer.
Turpin was a wonderful
person, fun to be with
and always with a smile
and a tune in his heart if
not on his tin whistle. Turpin, our piper
sent you a tune to guide your path along
the low road. God be with you and bless
your family. Following we include his obituary:
Ballard, William Turpin, of Roswell, GA
died peacefully at the age of 58 on April
25, 2013 after a brief illness. Turpin was
born November 17, 1954 in Chicago, Illinois to Katherine Willis Ballard and John
Horn Ballard.
Turpin was a peace time veteran of the
Army, following which he obtained an undergraduate degree from the University of
Illinois, Chicago, and a master’s degree in
geology from Indiana University. After a
short stint in the oil industry, Turpin joined
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(1986) and dedicated himself to the environmental restoration and protection of human health at federal facilities including
military bases, used in prior generations
for weapons manufacturing, and contaminated Department of Energy facilities. He
became a nationally recognized expert in
his field, whose expertise was often
sought, even as far away as Lithuania.
Turpin is best known for his love of Celtic
and Scottish music and traditions. He

taught himself to play the whistle and Scottish drum and was a regular in local Celtic
music jam sessions. He was Convener for
the Scottish clan Gordon (maternal family lineage) for Georgia. He frequented the Highland Games and was known for his generous
pour of fine single malt Scotch for all who
wandered near. Turpin indulged his entrepreneurial side as he became known for the fine
Scottish sporrans (front pouch to kilts) he lovingly hand crafted. He shared his love of history, heritage, the family farm, and tool works
with his four children.
Turpin is survived by his four children, Megan
and James Ballard of Chicago, IL, Haley and
Henry Ballard of Roswell, GA, his siblings
Mark Ballard of Chicago, IL, Charlie (Patricia)
of Ridgefield, CT, Louise (John) Clark of Morrison, IL, and Alishja Ballard of Chicago, IL,;
extended family Ann Ballard (Susan Warner,
with additional family Charlie and Sammi
Warner) of Chicago, IL, and Cindy Nolan of
Roswell, GA. He was preceded in death by
his parents.
Our condolences to David Todd of Virginia,
on the passing of his uncle, Ira Hatch Todd of
Utah on October 17,
2013. Ira was a WWII
USMC Veteran, and was
one of those who landed
on Iwo Jima. He later
was part of the occupation forces in Japan. After
leaving the Marine Corps,
he served a mission for
the LDS Church to Japan. He was a great
example throughout his life, giving freely of
his time and talents.
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It is with great
heaviness of heart
that we mark the
passing of our
Board
Member
and former National Convener,
Lu Gordon. Lu’s
death shocked us
all and has left a
great void in the
lives of her family
and friends. She
was a great friend;
loyal, funny, always with a kind
word and deed.
We missed her in
the Gordon Tent
at Grandfather this year, she was sick and
could not make it up the mountain. Everyone
missed her. Grandfather Mountain Highland
Games will never be the same without her
presence.
Marion Lucretia “Lu” Gordon, 64, Johnson City,
passed away Sunday, November 10, 2013 at
the Johnson City Medical Center following a
brief illness.
She was a Johnson City native who lived in
Williamsburg, VA prior to returning to Johnson
City. She was a daughter of Evelyn Anderson
Gordon and the late Charles O. Gordon, Sr.
Ms. Gordon was a field archaeologist who
spent her career both at active digs and in the
classroom.
She was a member of the Scottish Heritage
Society, the Sovereign Military Order of the
Temple of Jerusalem, and the St. Andrews Society.
Ms. Gordon also was former President and
Clan Chairperson of the Upper East Tennessee
Celtic Society, President of the Williamsburg
Scottish Festival, and National Convener of the
House of Gordon USA. As a result, she was
active in the Grandfather Mountain Highland
Games.
She participated socially in the Merry Wives
and was a passionate supporter of the Humane
Society.
In addition to her father, Lu was preceded in
death by her brother, Jack C. Gordon.
IN
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In addition to her mother, survivors include:
daughter, Lara Marie Arnold of Williamsburg,
VA; two brothers, Chuck Gordon, and his wife
Betsy, of Johnson City, and Bob Gordon, and
his wife Sherry, of Charlotte; two sisters, Mary
Alice Hardin, and her husband Charlie, of Chilhowie, VA, and Evelyn Sexton Gordon, of
Greeneville; sister-in-law, Lucy Gordon of Johnson City; four grandchildren, Evelyn, Elliott,
Emily, and Emmett Arnold, all of Williamsburg,
VA; and several beloved nieces and nephews.
Below: John Lowry, Norvall Mar, Kenny Prather and Lu at the 2006 AGM

Above: Lu and Paul Gordan at the 2010 AGM
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News From Around The House!
WELCOME WEE GORDONS!
Congratulations
to
Evan & Kendra Rose
on the birth of their son,
Louis Gordon Rose
born November 5th in
Oakland, California.

Congratulations
to
Daniel Todd on the
birth of his daughter,
Ansley Brinn Todd July
29th in Richmond, Virginia.

Congratulations
to
Jayme Todd, of Oklahoma, daughter of
Jimmey Todd of Virginia, on the birth of her
son,
Axton
Jayme
Wesley Todd in May.
Congratulations
to
proud Grandpa, Wally
Gordon of Pennsylvania on the birth of his
grandson,
Rowan
Brady
Gordon
in
March.
“May your life be fruitful,
little baby; health, honesty
and happiness be your
gifts”

NEW BOARD TAKES OFFICE AT 2013
AGM AT GRANDFATHER MOUNTAIN.
The AGM at Grandfather this past July
brought along with it a new Board of Directors
taking office. This board is well balanced
along the demographics of the clan here in
the USA and thank you to John Gordon of Illinois, Tom Adams of California, and Marcia
McLaurin of Mississippi who served on the
nominating committee for putting together a
talented, dedicated, slate of officers. The new
officers are:
Lois Todd, of Virginia, President
Evan Rose of California, Vice-president
Nikki Gordon Middleton of Illinois, Secretary
Bonnie G. Linse of South Carolina, Treasurer
Lu Gordon of Tennessee, Member at Large
John Lowry of California, Member at Large
Additional offices were appointed as follows:
Bonnie Linse, Membership Secretary; John
Gordon, Quartermaster; Geof Baker, Convener Chair; Lois Todd, Communications and
Scholarship Chair; Evan Rose Bylaws Revision Committee Chair.
With the loss of Lu Gordon in November, the
board chose to fill her position as Member at
Large with Geof Baker, who had already begun work as the Convener Chair.
The festival began Thursday on the mountain
and the House of Gordon paid a poignant tribute to Turpin Ballard in the Torch Light Ceremony.
Friday & Saturday saw lots of visitors to the
Gordon Tent where Lois Todd and Jerry Vandenberg hosted. On Saturday the Gordon
hospitality tent hosted a luncheon with BBQ,
bacon wrapped chicken bites with two kinds of
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sauces, and tons of sides and desserts! The
rock oven down in Gordonville worked overtime
Friday night to Saturday to put out the fabulous
smoked delicacies for the AGM luncheon and
was a HUGE hit.

Saturday night. The field was washed out and
most of Sunday’s activities were cancelled.
We took a hit in the Gordon tent, despite moving everything in, packing it up and battening
down tightly, we lost the Wall of Honor and
the picture collage was damaged. Everything
else survived so recovery wasn’t too bad!
BYLAWS TO GET REVISED

And as always the Gordon Tent was the photoop tent of choice. Between the swords and Winnie the Pooh kids from all clans found our tent
irresistible. There were an abundance of wee
Gordons in attendance too, which bodes well for
the future of the House!
A group photo was taken in the campground
Saturday evening and then overnight came the
deluge! Almost two feet of rain hit the mountain
over the week of the festival, and most of it on

Evan Rose of California has agreed to head
up the Bylaws Revision Committee and take
on the primary responsibility to see this task to
completion. The Bylaws as they are today
were adapted from another organization at the
time we went through our incorporation process. As with all organizations, we find that
some things just are not working as was intended, some things are a bit too ambiguous,
and some things were not addressed at all.
Our goal is to simplify, clarify, streamline and
bring the Bylaws into alignment with current
practice as set by precedent, not to make
sweeping changes. We are fortunate to have
Evan’s experience as a lawyer to guide this
committee and work.
Anyone who would like to give their input into
the process may forward their thoughts and
concerns
to
Evan
via
email
at
vp@houseofgordonusa.org.
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MID-ATLANTIC
The Mid-Atlantic Division was busy this year and
took on the addition of North Carolina until a fulltime convener can be found to take over that
state. Following the Lexington Scots Celtic Festival April 13th, the Todds headed to Charlotte, NC
for the Loch Norman Highland Games at Rural
Hill April 20-21. This is a big event — especially
for the bagpipers, and one that has not had a
Gordon tent since 2005. We were very happy to
find a plethora of
Gordons on hand
to
celebrate.
Special kudos to
new
member
Jackie
Gordon
who brought hand
painted cupcakes
to share at
the Gordon
tent!
It was nice
visiting with
many of our
NC
Members. Kids of

all ages were lining up for photo-ops— big and
small!
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May 4th saw the Gordon Tent and the Gordon
Grill out at the Relay for Life in support of the
Hermitage MCJROTC as they perform the
task of ops support for the event. The cadets
do everything needed in that 24 hour period to
ensure the event runs smoothly. The Todds
chaperone them throughout the 24 hours
(making their time closer to 26 hours total)
and the Gordon Grill and Tent ensure that the
cadets have a base of operation and enough
fuel to do it !
May 11th MidAtlantic was at the
Frederick,
MD
Highland Games.
We had a good
turn-out and lots
of fun. The Gordon Grill was in
full swing. Several
members of XMarks the Scot
gathered at the
Gordon tent to
drink a toast in Turpin’s memory. Joe Morris
showed off his bonnie knees, the kids had fun
with bubbles, and then the rain hit! It came
down so hard and fast that it was almost horizontal. Thanks to Joe and his wife for helping
to get things packed up safely in short order!
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May 18th we were at the Colonial Highland
Gathering in Fair Hill, MD for the Scottish
Games of Delaware! Another
BIG
piping
event, this is the
EUSPBA Championships for the
pipe bands. We
had lots of visitors, lots of fun,
and lots of BBQ!

And of course
photo-ops!
(And a Gordon
Goddess
defeated a Stewart.)
Next up was
Grandfather
Mountain, and then a break until Labor Day
weekend when it was off to The Plains, VA for
the Virginia Scottish Games. David Todd &
Jerry Vandenberg hosted the tent . BBQ,
burgers and more were on the Gordon Grill.
Lots of visitors, lots of
Gordons and
lots of fun!
We
even
have a potential volunteer to help
with the website!
The Central Virginia Highland Games in
Richmond, VA saw a huge gathering of Gordons, the celebration of four birthdays, a wedding vow renewal at the Gordon Tent and a
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collection for care packages to go to some of our
deployed members! Two full days of fun, food
and fellowship. On Sunday we hosted the wedding vow renewal service as John Ruplenas and
his wife, Lorena,
renewed
their
vows. Mac Adams officiated,
and John’s 95
year-old dad and
veteran of three
wars was finally
able to see them
get
married!
Then came the

wedding feast and the Gordon Grill had rosemary
infused peat smoked leg of lamb, roast beef, VA
Tech Chicken, BBQ, Veggie Burgers and more.
Then there were the sides and desserts!
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NEW YORK HAS BUSY YEAR!

ple from
states.

both

Holly Warren reports that New York had a busy
year. First up in August was, the Central New
York Highland Games in Liverpool, just outside

People like to
have fun, and
one visitor to the
Gordon
tent
came with the
biggest flask I’ve
ever seen!
Next was the
Dundee
Scottish Festival of
the
Finger
Lakes.
Nice

of Syracuse. These games are always a lot of
fun. Set in Longbranch Park, the clans are first
up as you enter the park along one road going
down the hill, and the vendors are straight ahead
up the hill. Always a lot of foot traffic at the tent!
Next up was the Jamestown Regional Celtic
Festival on August 24th in Mayville. Set in
Mayville Lakeside Park, clan row is set right
along Chautauqua Lake! It is a beautiful setting
and nice small festival sponsored by the 96th
Highlanders Pipes & Drums of Jamestown, NY.
Located in the western part of New York close to
the Pennsylvania border, this festival draws peoIN
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small festival held at Black Rock Speedway.
Last was the Niagara Celtic Festival & Highland Games in Olcott. This park is located on
Lake Ontario and brings in around 12,000 visitors. The festival makes it easy to come and
go, even with shuttles to town and a picnic ar-
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There is a lot
going on over
the two day
festival
with
something to
make all but
the worst curmudgeon happy!
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demos, battle re-enactors and the Harp Circle
and Harp "Petting Zoo" were all popular destinations. And did I mention Large Men Throwing Stuff??!! Men and women, actually--see the
photos.
Pictured Above: Weavers share their craft with

SEASIDE REPORT
The Seaside Highland Games held their 11th
annual outing on October 12 & 13, 2013 and
drew a record crowd of 27,000 guests for the
second year in a row reports John Lowry, Chief
of the Games (me)! We credit these impressive
numbers to the hard work of our many excellent
volunteers working away from the Games field
in the weeks and months preceding the
event. Over eighty clans and societies were on
hand along Clan Row and all marched in the
Grand Parade as part of the Opening Ceremonies on Saturday. A dozen or more bagpipe
bands were interspersed to provide music and
a cadence which the Clans happily ignored! There were braw athletes--the Highland
Heavies--toting a huge caber, some beautiful
Scottish cattle, the "Heiland Coos” as they are
known and even the mighty red dragon of
Wales in the mix. All passed in front of the Alex
Beaton Stage, as our Center Stage has become known, and resumed their busy schedules immediately afterward.
Competitions in Athletics, Dance, Fiddles, Bagpipes & Drums and Drum Majoring kept a rapt
audience and provided a very rewarding time
for some talented young performers. Sheepdog

some wee visitors; A lady heavy athlete throws
weight for distance from a trig.
Tons of unique vendors and a Children's Glen
jammed with activities and events scaled to the
audience at hand. Classes in Genealogy and
Scotch appreciation, in case that was needed
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were two very busy venues. Pictured below: a
wee lass enjoys the building blocks in the Children’s Glen.

guest (just as our own Gordon Chief Granville
was a couple of years ago). And a similar dinner was held in his honor on Saturday night
with approximately 160 in attendance. Modeled after the dinner we staged for Granville, it
came very close to being a delicious duplicate.
I am a poor Gordon Clansman at this outing,
I'm afraid, with all the detail I must see to, and
so actually missed the planned S/W
AGM. Sad to say, no official business was
transacted due to the lack of a quorum. The
Gordon tent was a busy place so it seemed
and everyone had a good time.

We were honored to have three Clan Societies
meet at Seaside this year. Clan Grant and Clan
Innes held their AGMs on the grounds while Clan
Rose saw fit to bring their new Chief of Clan
Rose, Chief David Hugh Heriot Baird Rose
(pictured below with me and a Ventura City
Councilman) over from Scotland to be our Hon-

ored Guest this year. He was a most gracious
IN

THE

HOUSE!

The 500 tee shirts with our new Seaside Coat
of Arms imprinted on it sold out quickly but
there are some beautiful Games Programs
that can be ordered from Nellie for $5 each,
postage included. We wish you all the best
and hope to see many of you at next year's
event on October 11 & 12, 2014! Come to
California!!

Arizona Games
John Gordon Sr. of Arizona reported that both
the Arizona Scottish Gathering and Highland Games held Phoenix last March and the
Tucson Celtic Festival and Games in November were fun for the whole family.
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He was out with the grandsons who were
primed and ready as Gordon warriors to do battle in the athletic arena. This November his
grandson, Logan Kobashi, upheld the clan honor in the Junior Highland Events brining home
the Gold Medal! Now that’s worthy of An Gordonach! Way to go Logan, keep it up!
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and will be starting with the Queen Mary
ScotsFest February 15-16, 2014.

Florida gearing up for their festival
season with a new convener!
Cynthia Gordon Patrick is our new convener in
Florida and she is planning on convening at five
venues this year. Florida is unlike any other
state with their festival season beginning when
everyone else ends and ending when the rest
of us are just getting started! So take heed Florida Gordons we are ready to take off with some
fun in the Sunshine State. And if any of the rest
of you will be vacationing in Florida this winter,
consider including one of the highland games
and joining Cynthia at the Gordon Tent!






Jan18-19 — Central Florida Scottish Games
in Winter Springs, FL
Jan 31-Feb 1st — Sarasota Highland
Games in Venice, FL
Feb 22nd — Northeast Florida Scottish
Highland Games in Green Cove Springs, FL
March 1st — Southeast Florida Highland
Games in Fort Lauderdale, FL
April 5th — Dunedin Highland Games in
Dunedin, FL.

CALLING ALL GORDONS To The AGM
In 2014 at Grandfather Mountain.

Pictured previous pg.: Logan in the stone throw
Pictured above: Logan in weight for height and
caber toss.
Tom Adams reports that overall Southwest had
a really good year, adding some new members,
and also adding some new faces to their board!
They are already looking forward to next year

With the revision of the Bylaws on the agenda at this year’s AGM, it is vital that we have
as many of our current members participate
as possible. Please make sure you sign and
return a Proxy Ballot to be received by June
30th. We will try to have our conveners have
them available at all the games this spring,
online at houseofgordonusa.org, and we will
also mail them out with the May annual edition
of In the House! The proposed changes will be
published online and in the May newsletter.

House of Gordon USA
House of Gordon USA
1811 Aeronca Ave
Richmond, VA 23228
Website: http://www.houseofgordonusa.org
E-mail: webmaster@houseofgordonva.com

Membership Report — Bonnie Linse Treasurer/Membership Secretary HoG USA
Update on Membership for year: July 1, 2013
to June 30, 2014. We currently have 279 paid
Memberships as of November 30, 2013.
A New Benefit is coming for House of Gordon USA Members. Since the House of Gordon USA is a 501(c)(3) non-profit Corporation,
a New Benefit will be fully activated as members renew their membership for 2015 - (July 1,
2014 to June 30, 2015) or new members join
for 2015. All dues and other donations that are
received by the National Treasurer are eligible
as itemized tax deductions on your IRS tax return. When the money is sent to the National
Treasurer, the treasurer will then send the
member the needed IRS gift information on the
acknowledgement letter for their membership. In order to be in compliance with IRS
rules, the national treasurer/membership secretary must receive the funds and the application
showing the member’s information and donation designations. Conveners receiving memberships at the tent must forward both the appli-

cation and the check payable to House of Gordon
USA to cover the dues and donations paid in order for us to list the proper amounts on the gift
acknowledgement.
The division portion of the dues and other donations designated for the various divisions will be
promptly returned to the divisions. In areas without a convener, it will be placed in the Convener’s
Fund which tracks the funds available for each
area. This fund is used to develop and grow new
divisions as we work toward getting conveners in
place.
All donations designated for the Scholarship, Museum, and other uses will be placed in those accounts and listed on the acknowledgement letter.
SO: As you can see our goal is to give quick and
accurate member and division services, while
complying with the Bylaws and IRS regulations.
NOTE: Please go the National Web site for the
Membership Application and send your dues to
that address.

